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NOTE: The candidates are reqLrired to

Section A & B Section C rvill

M,M 70
attempt two cluestions each front
be compulsory

SECTIO\ {

l. (a) Prove the every subset ofa countable set is countable.

0) If f ={4,4,...)i. a countable collection of sets, let G= 18,.8.....1*here B,= 4

and, for n>\, 8,,:4t].ja Then prove that Gis a collection of disjoint sets and
l.l

[Jo, = UB-
t=l *=i

2. (a) If F is a countable collection of infinite disjoint sets such that each set is countable,
then prove that their union is also countable.

(b) Show that a set S in R'is closed if, and only if, it contains all its adherent points.

3. State and Prove Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem.

4" Let .S be a subset of R' " Then show that the following three statemenis ar:'r e quir arent:
(a) S is compact.
(b) S is closed and bounded.
(c) Every infinite subset of ^Shas an accumulation point in ,S.

SECTION B

Zxlc, 2'o

5. (a) Suppose Y c. X then prove that a subset E of )' is open relative to )/ if and only if
E =Y nG for some open subset G of X .

(b) Prove that the compact subsets of metric spaces are closed,

6. (a) Il (M.dtis a merric sf3Jc. Je:lne ../,.\..'. =J= p:.re r.r:r c.- r:,rl:' .l

m:t:i; I..: '.1

1r r P:cr e that ei en ;--:r.;lJ: :-ts;: ,:t a :teln; space :s ;ompiete ,

i. Shou that a contraction / of a complete metric space has a unique fixed point.

8. Prove that in a metric -space (S.d) a seqrrence {x,}converges to p if. and onlr,if. everr

subsequence {rrr,,} converges to p ,

,. . ,r-.; -"

SECTION C

9. Explain the following in short:
a) Define compact and connected sets.

b) Determine whether d(x,y) =./a* J for x, y e rR is a metric or not.

c) State Cantor intersection and Lindelof covering theorems.

d) Define countable and uncountable set with examples.
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e) Show that arbitrary union of closed sets in a metric space need not be closed.0 Determine allthe accumulation points of "all the rational numbers,,and decide
whether the set is open or closed or neither.

g) In a metric space (S-d), assume that x, ) x, ln _+ y . prove that
d(x,,!,) --+ d(x,y).

h) I*t f be defined and continuous on a closed set s in R. Irt
A : {x : .r e .S and f (x):0}. prove that A is closed subset of R .

i) Give an exampre of a continuous -f : ^i -+r and a cauchy sequenoe {:r"} in some
metric space s for *-hich {/(-r, )}is not a cauchy-sequence in r .

i) Define open set, closed set and accumulative point for a metric space (M,d) .
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